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Keep Your Dog Cool

As summer temperatures soar, pet

owners face the challenge of keeping

their furry companions safe and

comfortable.

DALLAS, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, June 7,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As summer

temperatures soar, pet owners face

the challenge of keeping their furry

companions safe and comfortable.

Thick-furred dogs, in particular, are

susceptible to the grueling heat,

making it essential for responsible pet

owners to take proactive measures. To

help ensure dogs beat the summer

heat, here are 10 simple but important

ways to keep them cool during the hot

months:

Provide Extra Water: Just like humans,

dogs require increased hydration

during hot weather. Pet owners should

ensure their dogs have access to fresh

water at all times to maintain their

health and prevent dehydration.

Buy a Pet Water Fountain: Investing in

a pet water fountain provides a

continuous flow of fresh water for

dogs. The flowing water not only encourages them to drink more but also helps keep the water

clean and free from dirt and debris.

Add Ice Cubes: During scorching weather, adding a few ice cubes to their dogs' water bowl can

help keep the water cool and refreshing. However, moderation is key, as too many ice cubes may
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Dog Days Of Summer

lead to rapid drinking and potential

stomach upset.

Try Wet Food: Incorporating water into

their dogs' wet food can help keep

them hydrated while providing a tasty

and satisfying meal.

Create Shade and Ventilation: Dogs

need a shaded area to seek relief from

direct sunlight. Providing a shaded spot

in their yard or garden helps canine

companions escape from the sun's

intense rays.

Limit Outdoor Activities: Avoid strenuous outdoor activities during the hottest parts of the day.

Instead, opt for early morning or late evening walks when the temperature is cooler.

Use Cooling Products: Consider using specially designed cooling mats or vests to regulate their

dogs' body temperature and provide relief from the heat.

Avoid Hot Pavement: Hot pavement or sand can cause burns on dogs' paw pads. Pet owners

should always check the temperature before allowing their pets to walk on such surfaces.

By following these simple yet effective tips, pet owners can ensure their dogs stay cool and

comfortable throughout the summer months, reducing the risk of heat-related health issues.

Pet owners should remember that dogs cannot communicate when they are feeling overheated,

so it's crucial to be proactive in preventing heat-related problems. If they suspect their dogs are

experiencing heatstroke or dehydration, they should seek immediate veterinary attention.

Electricity One, loves all pets! The company has been dedicated to helping Texans save money on

their electricity rates for several years, and they remain committed to this mission," said CEO Jon

Langley. "They have witnessed a decrease of 3.09 to 4.09 cents per kWh since last year, and they

anticipate further reductions. By analyzing past bills and identifying patterns of high and low

usage months, customers can select a plan that aligns with their usage patterns and enables

them to save money."

ElectricityOne.com offers real-time management tools and flexible payment options, simplifying

the process of managing electricity bills for customers. By choosing electricity providers through

Electricity One, customers can potentially save up to 30% or more on their electricity bills. The

platform is dedicated to assisting all Texas residents in reducing their electricity expenses and

provides a wide range of plans from multiple providers, along with real-time management tools,



to ensure customers obtain the most favorable deals and maintain control over their electricity

bills.

When seeking electricity options in Texas, customers can rely on Electricity One for cost-effective,

reliable, and sustainable electricity plans. They can choose ElectricityOne.com to explore the

Power to Choose options available for Dallas electricity , Houston, and all deregulated cities in

Texas.
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